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The process of planet formation is a
messy affair. Sometimes burgeoning
planets collide with each other and
shatter, flinging debris into space.

Astronomers think that most stars in our
galaxy are encircled by a family of planets.
Young planets are swaddled in a disk of gas
and dust that surrounds their parent star.

and it is thought that sometimes the
collisions in young solar systems eject
planets into space.
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Astronomers estimate
there are billions of
these lonely planets
in our galaxy. They
are sometimes called
free-floating or
rogue planets.

OGLE works by
detecting a brief
magnification of
a background
star’s light that
occurs when a
planet’s gravity
bends the light.

So far, the
project has
found evidence
for 12 rogue
planets.

Typically, planets with stars are detected indirectly
through effects on their stars: they cause stars to
wobble or blink.
The OGLE project
hopes to change that.
OGLE began hunting for
rogue planets in 2010
and found its first
candidate planet in 2017.
Przemyslaw Mroz,
a Caltech postdoc,
started working on
this project in his
home country of
Poland in 2013.
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But rogue planets do not have stars to influence, so they
are harder to find.

Mroz and his OGLE
team recently found
evidence for the
smallest known
rogue planet.

As for Mroz and his team’s newfound
little planet, they think it is all alone
but have not been able to rule out the
possibility that it has a parent star
that is Just really far away from it.

Future space missions,
such as the Nancy
Grace Roman
telescope, will help
us answer the
question of whether
the little planet and
others like it are
really all alone.
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